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Nov.2017 Dalian Institute of Technology · 

Kanazawa College of Art Exchange 

Exchanges 

21st Century Museum of Contemporary Art, 

Kanazawa 

 Citizen Gallery A・B (Kanazawa city, Japan) 

Planning at Kanazawa College of Art 

 

   

 

 



Nov.2015 Kanazawa College of Art  

Exhibition of faculty's research 

presentation 2015 

- Work of the College - 

21st Century Museum of Contemporary Art, Kanazawa 

 Citizen Gallery B (Kanazawa city, Japan) 

Planning at Kanazawa College of Art 

Nov.2014 Kanazawa College of Art  

Exhibition of faculty's research 

presentation 2014 

- Work of the College - 

21st Century Museum of Contemporary Art, Kanazawa 

 Citizen Gallery B (Kanazawa city, Japan) 

Planning at Kanazawa College of Art 

 

 

 

 

 



 

 



Oct.2014 China Jingdezhen 

International Ceramics 

Expo International 

Ceramics Special Exhibition 

Artist special invitation 

Jingdezhen city government China 

 

 

 

 

 



Aug.2011 Contemporary Ceramics in 

Tokai -Thinking Now 

Generation 

Aichi Prefecture Ceramic Material Museum 

(Aichi Japan) 
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“Contemporary Ceramics in Tokai -Thinking Now Generation” 

 

Shoichi Ikeda (Aichi Prefecture, born in 1966) Ikeda is probably one of the most distant artists from the general 

potter's frame. 

Ikeda's production activities begin with preplanning, careful simulation, and the relationship between materials and 

self. 

However, Ikeda is not limited to new works, but incorporates general art as a tool for works as an environmental art 

to know the function and meaning of works. 

In that sense, the relationship between light and shadow, the wavy surface, the spiral form, etc. found in Ikeda's work 

is not intended to complete itself as a decorative effect in the form. 

Ikeda's consciousness is to position the work to the existence that is open to the place and the environment. 

In other words, Ikeda's works are interrelated to the relationship between multiple works, which means that they can 

function as a device to make the place re-recognizable, and at the same time, they can also exist as part of the 

environment. 

These thoughts of Ikeda seem to be related to society, and to evoke the way of modernization developed in the 

horizon of human life to the present day. 

 

Written by Tomohiro Daicyo (Aichi Prefectural Ceramic Museum <now National Museum of Modern Art, Kyoto> ) 

 

 

 



Jun.2008 Galeria Punto (Okayama city, Japan) by gallery planning 

 

 

 



 

 

 

 

 

Nov.2000 Okayama Korakuen 

300 year festival 

Environmental Art 

"Garden" 

Invited Artists 

(Okayama Japan) 

 

 

 

 

 

  

 

 

Ikeda's works are pottery by casting.  

So far, we have mass-produced several parts of geometric shapes, lines and circles, and repeatedly developed 

equipment related to the surrounding space. 

These all repeat the geometric shape without changing color, but when combined with the title of a poetic 

work such as "SUN & MOON", it gives a very mental impression. 

Add a translation 



His work changes to create a mysterious nuance that distinguishes the light emitted from other light sources, 

the light emitted from the glaze of light emitted by himself, and the body that draws a delicate curve. 

It is a place that expresses changes in light and shadow. 

Focusing on these lights, Ikeda noticed that there was a pond in the garden when he presented his work in 

Korakuen. 

Sawaike, which occupies most of the Korakuen landscape, illuminates the water with sunlight like a mirror 

that reflects sunlight, changes the appearance, and gives sunlight to the surroundings. 

Mr. Ikeda extended the function of this pond to the garden, and prepared two types of ceramic plates, blue 

"sky mirror" and white "cloud mirror", as a device to exhibit the function of the pond. 

Although this ceramic plate changes the appearance of itself and the degree of reflection of light to the 

surroundings by the comb-like stripes formed on the surface, it also exhibits subtle amplification and changes 

in sunlight that change with time. 

Therefore, you can see subtle changes in light. 

In addition, the viewer was afraid to be regarded as a fantastic trick art, and did not explain the period of the 

exhibition, but the secondary effect is that these porcelain plates look different depending on the viewing 

angle. There is also. 

These works were mainly installed in 

kyokusui and pine forest near ruten. 

One part receives full sunlight covered with 

water on the surface of the water, and the 

other part receives soft sunlight occasionally 

entering the ground covered with light. This 

is a very contrastive expression. 

The sensitivity to these differences in light 

conditions was demonstrated, inter alia, at 

the mosyo-an (tea house) display. 

In mosyo-an, white was in the dimly lit tea 

room and blue was in the shabby front yard, 

but the sound of the work of Fujimoto Yukio 

who shared the place and the sense of 

humanity and humanity Collaboration was 

able to skillfully bring out the ability to feel 

subtle differences. 





 



 

 

 



 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 



Jul.1998 Nariwa cyo Museum of Art(Okayama, Japan) 

“Art Vision VOL.3 Shoichi IKEDA ～SUN & MOON～” 

by gallery planning 

 

 

 



 

 

 



 

 

 

 

 


